to violence to promote their political ends." It is also generally agreed that dialogue between citizens and their governments helps to ensure the effectiveness of development and poverty alleviation strategies and helps to avoid the inevitable failure of development strategies that are designed and implemented without the input of the people they are meant to benefit. It follows therefore, that implementing an effective access to information law can enable people to be part of the decision-making process and reduce public perceptions of exclusion or unfair advantage of one group over another. This in turn would seem to be in 'the public interest,' an ill-defined term generally taken to mean the 'common well-being' or 'general welfare.' While there is little consensus on what exactly constitutes the public interest there is general agreement that aiding it is a positive force. It is also generally agreed that since a society is composed of individuals the public interest must be calculated with reference to the interests of these individual members.
India's Right To Information Act
The Indian Right to Information Act, 2005 ("RTI Act") repealed and replaced a 2002 statute,the Freedom of Information Act , which was highly criticized and never came into force 4 . The two main criticisms were that it contained no provision for penalty for willful nondisclosure of information or for willfully incorrect disclosure of information by a government authority, and that there was no provision for an appeal to an independent authority 5 . The Indian Government passed the RTI Act with amendments by the Lok Sabha on May 11, 2005 and the Rajya Sabha on May 12, 2005. The RTI Act has been in force since November 2005 but India adopted a very limited number of rules and some existing States' legislations were repealed. For more than two decades, the Supreme Court of India has recognised the right to information as a constitutionally protected fundamental right, established under Article 19 (right to freedom of speech and expression) and Article 21 (right to life) of the Constitution. (Constitution of India, 1950) : The Court has recognised the right to access information from government departments is fundamental to democracy. Activists at the grassroots have famously relied upon the right to demonstrate that access to information is also essential to ensuring effective participatory development 6 .
Proponents of the right to information in India have long made it clear that the legal right to information simply recognises the moral fact that information held by the government on behalf of the public, collected with public money and accumulated by public servants rightfully belongs to the people. Information is not a gift, graciously bestowed by India's leaders -it is no less than every person's human right 7 10 has a very instrumental role in preparing for and promoting the law's implementation. It assisted in training Mexican government officials in complying with the new legislation, by bringing international experts (from countries such as the United Kingdom, Hungary, Sweden and Slovakia) with experience in applying FOI legislation in other contexts. LIMAC has engaged for almost a decade in public education about FOI in the NGO sector, and has provided legal assistance to human rights NGOs and advised on litigation to challenge refusals to provide information.
Litigation in relation to the right to access public information
The LIMAC department for litigation of the right to access information was created within the association in February 2004 which pursues law reform activities grounded in the protection of human rights, and contributes to the development of legal capacity for open societies. The key objectives of this department are to offer free of charge legal consultancy services to citizens in the exercise their right to access public information, as well as to contribute to the expansion of this right through litigation involving cases of general interest in relation to this question. LIMAC has initiated as many as 3800 cases related to FOI Law and got 3245 hearings in its favour 11 .
Apart from that it has to its credit creating a media awareness through regular publications in newspapers nationwide articles related to FOI cases. It got as many as 4280 articles published in time of implementation of FOI Law in Mexico 12 . 
Legal Capacity Development for FOI Law

Other aspects of the new freedom of information law include 13 :
---MEXICO set up the Mexican Federal Institute for Access to Public Information (IFAI) 14 and after after 4 years in existence, finding IFAI to be a model institution for other countries………it functions much like the Election Commission or TRAI of India. It is a nodal agency to facilitate implementation of FOI Law in its full spirit.
--Secrecy end-date: According to Article 15, the government must open its files 12 years after they were created (representing a compromise between the Fox draft's 20 and the Grupo Oaxaca's 10 15 -and compared to 25 years in the United States). --Deadlines: An agency must respond to a request within twenty working days and deliver documents ten working days later. --Documents: A citizen's request and the government's response must themselves be public, and agencies must make the resulting documents available to all in an accessible manner (another advantage over U.S. law).
--Fees for access: Chapter V of the new law resolves the problem of fees by removing the cost of search. Only the cost of reproduction and delivery of documents is now charged. --"Positiva ficta": Article 53 resolves in the Grupo Oaxaca's favor the question of what an agency's failure to respond to a request means. According to the law, the lack of a response will be considered acceptance of the request, setting in motion the process and deadlines normally associated with an accepted request, with the added advantage of an expedited procedure. --Repeated request opportunities: Article 60 gives citizens renewed opportunities to challenge an agency's decision to withhold information, after one year has passed since the original decision.
Sinaloa's state law 16
Sinaloa's freedom of information law contains several clauses that are significantly more progressive that the federal law. One of them is particularly interesting: the requirement to educate the state's citizens about their new right to information. The obligation is described in Chapter III, "Promoting Openness."
In Article 13, the law requires that state agencies train their officers on the right to information and Habeas Data through "courses, seminars, workshops and any other teaching and training methods considered appropriate." Article 14 targets the school system: "Plans and study programs for basic, elementary and upper education as well as training of elementary school teachers shall include training on the importance of the right to access public information and the right of Habeas Data in a democratic society." Sinaloa's State Commission for Access to Public Information (equivalent to the institute established in the federal law) is obliged to assist in preparing programs and didactic materials for the schools. Finally, Article 15 requires the state's public and private universities to include in their curricula study segments on the right to information and Habeas Data, with assistance from the Commission.
The Sinaloa law will serve as a fascinating test of the extent to which government can legislate cultural change. For beyond the new openness requirements mandated by the initiative, the law aims to change people's attitudes and expectations toward government by educating them about their rights and about the government's obligations to them. Conclusion Mexican civil society has broken new ground with the passage of the country's federal and state freedom of information acts. The laws represent the crowning achievement of a long campaign for transparent and accountable government in Mexico, one that truly began in the mid-1970s with efforts to amend the Mexican Constitution in order to enshrine the public's right to information as a constitutional right. The amended language to Article 6 passed in 1977.
The government now has exactly one year to make the institutional changes required by the act and to prepare its civil servants before the law takes effect. By the same token, however, the reporters and editors, scholars, lawyers, openness advocates and public interest organizations behind the freedom of information campaign also have just one year -for the success or failure of the law's implementation will depend as much on the continued participation of Mexican civil society as it will on government action. , has characterized the changes as, "an important step in favor of transparency and the principle of public accounting," and notes that the revised law accepts many of the Press Council's suggestions on the criteria for national security exemptions, found in their "Principles of Lima" declaration 20 .
CASE STUDY: FOI Law Discloses Tax rebates to 27 Multinational Corporations in
The Parliament amended the law in January 2003 and made numerous amendments to the Act following criticism of the excessive exemptions, especially relating to national security and a law suit filed by the Ombudsman in the Constitutional Tribunal on the constitutionality of the Act 21 .
The Press Council of Peru played an incredible role in the drive towards an access to information law in Peru and their work has influenced developments across Latin America in this area. The Lima Principles of the Press Council of Peru, approved on the16th of November 2000, set out a comprehensive framework for access to information and the rights and responsibilities of media practitioners. Not satisfied to stop there the Council held meetings with leaders at all levels of society building a momentum for the passage of a law. They worked closely to overcome the objections of interest groups (such as the powerful military) to the principle of greater freedom of information and worked with these groups to agree acceptable language to protect sensitive information and ensure limited exemptions in any draft bills. They sponsored conferences and workshops in Peru and throughout Latin America to build interest and acceptance among different constituents. Their efforts bore fruit in August 2002 when Peruvian President Alejandro Toledo formally promulgated the Law of Transparency and Access to Public Information. While this law represented a major advance for the right to information, the Peruvian Press Council were disappointed with some aspects of the law that they felt had defects that may pose problems in the future. In all advocacy involving governments you win some and you lose some. Many lessons can be learnt from the efforts of the Peruvian Press Council as to what media can do and these lessons are worthy of study. Pertinent key efforts include:
1. Build a constituency of believers 2. Develop partnerships 3. Draw on the experiences of partners 4. Talk, Talk, Talk, Write, Write, Write to EVERYONE 5. Expect resistance 6. Anticipate roadblocks and avoid them by drawing potential opponents into partnership 7. Build coalitions with all interest groups to pressure for the law 8. Don't be easily discouraged -keep the flame alive 9. Don't believe the work ends with the passage of the law And remember to devote some resources to the process. Coalition building around the issue reduces the need for individual resource input but doesn't replace it. Media when advocating for Access to Information laws can undertake any and all of these activities.
Jamaica
The Access to Information Act was adopted in Jamaica's remarkable efforts to establish an access to information regime have made the country a leader in the region and the world. The Jamaican government and its people have met the challenges of passing, implementing, enforcing, and exercising the right to information and have succeeded in demonstrating the law's value and its potential. In the past decade, fifty nations have passed access to information laws, bringing the total number of countries whose citizens now count on an enforceable right to information to almost seventy. With the many competing priorities facing governments and civil society organizations, it is truly significant that access to public information remains at the forefront of the global agenda.
Media's use of Access to Information (ATL)/Freedom Of Information /Right to Information Laws
The first question to be answered is why the media should be interested in these laws any at all? Believers in Access to Information (ATL)/Freedom Of Information laws/Right to Information have spoken of the critical role of the media in informing the citizenry, in exposing, investigating and protesting against threats to democracy, including corruption and malfeasance, in being the eyes and ears of the citizens, providing accurate information on the happenings in and state of the nation and the Before the act was passed in Jamaica the Gleaner Company was involved in organizing and promoting seminars on Access to Information. After its passage the Gleaner (to my knowledge) is the only newspaper to assign a team to making access to information requests, tracking these requests and reporting on information it gleaned using the Act. The resources devoted have been considerable but the benefits to the Gleaner have been a number of exclusive stories exposing several important issues and resulting in a significant societal discussion and search for solutions. The Gleaner also sponsored and supported a competition run in conjunction with the ATI Stakeholders Committee for school children exposing them to ATI and judging them on their use of the Act to get information.
world. It would seem perfectly obvious that critical to those roles is information, particularly information held by the State, and that a change from a situation where State information is locked off, to one in which everyone has access to it must be beneficial to carrying out these responsibilities. Media around the world have used access to information regimes extensively. Examples abound in which credible information has been wrested from the grasp of reluctant governments often to debunk preferred government myths, or sometimes to describe embarrassing and indefensible depredations on the public purse by public officials, and even to expose corrupt linkages between governments and the underworld. Access to information laws supported by strong information commissioners and/or appeal tribunals have contributed significantly to the strengthening of democratic processes and practices both within and outside of government.
There are other strategies that media houses can use to enlarge the accuracy and credibility and depth of their news and stories by the use of access to information regimes. It is critically important that the media uses access regimes in whichever way it can. The media has a significant advantage (and responsibility) because of the reach it has into the public domain. It must use this reach to highlight successful usage of the laws and expose denials that fall outside the exemptions provided by these laws. This exposure serves a number of purposes: it helps to educate the public; it helps to overcome the public cynicism and distrust that says Media's use of Access to Information (ATL)/Freedom Of Information /Right to Information Laws are just another unworkable face card for governments; it helps to ensure accountability in the operations of the law thus changing the culture of secrecy; it helps to strengthen and entrench Media's use of Access to Information (ATL)/Freedom Of Information /Right to Information Laws champions in the public service and the wider public. By doing all these things well the media will be contributing to the strengthening and protection of democracy and the public interest and fulfilling one of its most important roles of empowering the people, individually and collectively.
Summary and Conclusions
It is inarguable that the Freedom of Information Law promoted freedom of information in number of Latin American Countries. The public is presently able to obtain information which was not available to it in the past. From Latin American Countries' a number of conclusions may be drawn with respect to the legislation and implementation of freedom of information laws:
1. The process of legislating the Freedom of Information Law should include as many mechanisms as possible that encourage assimilation, and should avoid mechanisms that inhibit assimilation.
It would be proper for the Freedom of Information Law to include the following assimilation encouraging mechanisms: broad definitions of those who are entitled to the information and the entities who are duty-bound to provide it; the appointment of an effective Freedom of Information Commission to supervise implementation of the law; the establishment of a user-friendly procedure for submitting applications; the obligation of public authorities to actively assist applicants in the process of submitting applications; the arrangement of a simple and inexpensive method of appealing against refusals to provide information; the obligation of the authorities to initiate the publication of information; emphasis on the duty to consider the public interest in the publication of information, even when it falls under the exemptions specified in the Law; the allocation of budgets to the Commission or other entities to execute advertising campaigns that will encourage the public to make use of the Law; the imposition of sanctions on government officials who do not comply with the provisions of the Law; furthermore, the Freedom of Information Law should not contain the following assimilation inhibiting mechanisms: complex procedures for submitting applications for information; inordinately long periods for providing a response to a request for information; limited timetables for filing appeals; fees imposed on the actual submission of the application (other than fees for the production of information); administrative exemptions enabling the authority to refrain from allocating sufficient resources to implement the aims of the Law; definitions of material exemptions that are too broad; broad protections of the interests of third parties which entered into contracts with the public authority.
2. The initial years of implementing the Freedom of Information Law are critical for the creation of the public's faith in its ability to obtain information from the authorities. As soon as this faith is undermined, a high level of the public's use of the Law cannot be anticipated. Therefore, it is vital to maintain explanatory activity to educate the public and encourage it to utilize the rights granted to it under the Law. Such explanatory activities require government budgeting, and they must be conducted on a regular basis or, at least, over a period of time that will make it possible to monitor the change in the quantity of applications for information.
3. Public activity for freedom of information must continue after the legislation of the Law. In many countries, the legislation of the Freedom of Information Law was achieved due to the activity of non-governmental organizations, such as India, where the public campaign for the FOI law legislation was commenced by popular organizations in Rajasthan; (Slough & Rodrigues, 2005 ) the German Freedom of Information Law, with the Bertelsman Fund playing a central role in the struggle for its promotion; and the English Freedom of Information Act, which was legislated after a public crusade by the Freedom of Information Campaign in Britain. Without activating and challenging the authorities, the right to freedom of information would be at the mercy of the bureaucrats. Therefore, ongoing public activity is mandatory even after legislation of the Law. This activity must encourage the public to make use of the Law, to arouse public debate concerning freedom of information, to spur the media to make use of it and to provide the tools that will enable application to the courts in order to create legal precedents on the interpretation of the Law.
4. No change in the practices of governmental authorities can be expected, unless pressure is brought to bear by supervisory administrative entities or by means of court judgments Without an authoritative administrative, and yet independent, external entity to supervise those responsible for implementing the law in the ministries, the prevailing culture of secrecy will not change. The road to a governmental culture that recognizes the fact that the public is the owner of the information and that it is entitled to inspect it at any time it deems appropriate, as well as the way to educate the public to awareness of its status as the owner of the information, is a long and winding one. Single individuals of the public do not usually have the know-how and resources to progress along this road, and the governmental authorities have no desire to do so. Only organized and continuing public action, characteristic of public organizations and media organizations, met by courts willing to compel the authorities to alter their overall perception, with all the inconvenience entailed thereby, can bring this campaign to completion.
5. Freedom Of Information laws are critical to strengthening democracy and ensuring accountability and transparency. The media has a vital role to play in ensuring the transition from cultures of governmental secrecy to nations with open, accountable governments in partnership with citizens for development and poverty alleviation. The media can play a significant role in developing and strengthening advocacy for the passage of FOI laws in countries that do not yet have them. In countries which have laws the media should be continuously informing the public about the new dispensation, encouraging people to use the act and using the act themselves to do their job of empowering citizens with credible, in depth information (the oxygen of democracy). Clearly evident from role played by The Press Council of Peru , the Gleaner Company of Jamaica, El Universal newspaper (Mexico) "Laws that only threaten, and are not kept, become like the log that was given to the frogs to be their king, which they feared at first, but soon scorned and trampled on." -Miguel de Cervantes, Don Quixote, 1605-15 "The execution of laws is more important than the making of them." -Thomas Jefferson, letter to Abbé Arnold, May 27, 1789
Many countries around the world have signed onto international treaties and declarations committing themselves to access to information, they have a right to information included in their constitution, or have passed legislation to give the right effect. However, without the full implementation and effective enforcement these rights, and the legislation that embodies them, may quickly become meaningless. 26 Monitoring of implementation by the various entities is important to assure consistency and sustainability of the RTI. International experience demonstrates that without a dedicated and specialized oversight body, the compliance rate is lower, the number of requests more limited, and the right to information eroded 27 .
In Queensland State Australia, a study recently found that an independent enforcement body was not enough and that they also needed a "new monitoring/promotion function." 28 Without appropriately designed and sufficiently funded oversight and enforcement mechanisms, the effectiveness of an access to information regime will be compromised. As more countries and states pass legislation embodying the right to information, experience is dictating the necessity for entities vested with the power to monitor the administration and compliance of the law, and to take action when necessary.
